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ScholarShip for 
talented StudentS
Applications are now being 
invited for this year’s Simpson 
Scholarship, which will fund the 
ACCA exam and registration 
fees of  five students for a period 
of  five years (or until they 
become members – whichever 
happens first).

The scholarship exists to reward 
talented ACCA students who have 
already proven themselves to be 
of  sufficient merit and distinction 
in ACCA exams. Students can 
check their eligibility to apply 
for the Simpson Scholarship 
at www2.accaglobal.com/
scholarship/eligible/ 

The closing date for this year’s 
applications is Friday 4 May.

There are three stages in the 
selection process:
• 1 June – finalists received by 

judging panel
• 18 June – winners selected by 

judging panel
• 29 June – winners announced

See www2.accaglobal.com/
scholarship for further details.
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honG KonG top for ipos
Hong Kong remained the  
number-one listing hub in 2011, 
capping a decade of  dominance 
among global initial public offering 
(IPO) markets, and PwC expects 
that trend to continue in 2012. 
The firm said that even though the 
2011 result was 40% less than a 
year earlier, the nine foreign IPOs 
recorded is testament to Hong 
Kong’s increasing importance as 
the listing destination of  choice for 
multinational corporations.  

‘Global companies and luxury 
brands are increasingly looking to 
expand in the Asia-Pacific region, 
especially China,’ said Edmond 
Chan, PwC Capital Market 
Services Group partner. ‘To do 
so, these companies would need 
additional funds.’

Listing in the region is also a 
good way for these international 
companies to enhance their brand 
and image in markets where they’re 
not as well known, Chan added.
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WeinBerGer to lead eY
Mark Weinberger is to become 
Ernst & Young’s global chairman 
and CEO from July next year, 
when Jim Turley retires. Turley has 
led EY since 2001. 

Fifty-year-old Weinberger is global 
head of  tax and already sits 
on the firm’s global executive; 
he previously served on EY’s 
Americas Executive and US 
Operating Committee and has 
been the Americas’ head of  
tax. In addition, Weinberger 
was assistant secretary of  the 
US Treasury (tax policy) under 
president George W Bush and 
was appointed to the US Social 
Security Advisory Board by 
president Bill Clinton.
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Grant thornton eXpandS
Grant Thornton has completed 
three deals to expand its 
international network. Grant 
Thornton Netherlands is merging 
with ESJ, a leading Dutch 
accountancy and tax consulting firm. 

The merger is part of  Grant 
Thornton’s attempts to become a 
sector leader in the country where 
it now has 70 partners, 700 staff  
and 14 offices. Grant Thornton 
has also appointed a new member 
firm in Belarus: Silar LLC becomes 
Grant Thornton Silar. 

VKM Kenya joins the network, 
operating as Grant Thornton, 
replacing the former Kenya 
member firm, which ceased 
membership in December 2011.
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olYMpuS auditorS cleared
An unofficial expert panel 
investigating falsified financial 
reporting by Olympus has 
concluded that its auditors – KPMG 
AZSA and, from June 2010, Ernst & 
Young ShinNihon – were unaware of  
the falsifications and could not have 
been expected to detect it. 
However, the company’s statutory 
auditors – individuals sitting 
on the board in a non-voting 
capacity – should have detected 
the misreporting, said the panel of  
lawyers, set up by Olympus. 

Shuichi Takayama, the company’s 
president and CEO, promised 
that the company ‘will continue 
in our efforts to improve our 
internal management controls’. 
He apologised to shareholders, 
customers and business partners 
for the scandal.
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Finding a workplace Mentor

It is your responsibility to find a workplace mentor to 
complete your PER – so who should you choose?
The rules state that the workplace mentor:
• should ideally be a qualified accountant recognised by
 law in your country and/or a member of  an IFAC body
• must have knowledge of  your work.

But what does this actually mean?
Your workplace mentor should be someone you work with 
closely, and who knows the type and quality of  work you are 
doing. This will probably be your line manager, or the person 
you report to on a particular project or activity.

It is also important that your workplace mentor has the 
knowledge and experience to support you, as they will have 
to assess whether or not you have met the performance 
objectives. This is why, ideally, your workplace mentor should 
be qualified – this doesn’t  mean they need to be an ACCA 
member, but they do need to be a recognised professional 
accountant.

We realise, however, that the ideal is not always possible. In 
this case, you have several options:
• Are there any consultants or external contacts – not 

necessarily employees – who know your work and are 
qualified accountants? For example, your organisation may 
have an external accountant or auditor who could fulfil this 
role.

• Is there someone who is part-qualified, with relevant 
expertise and knowledge of  your work, who could act as 
your workplace mentor?

• Is there anyone else in your organisation who has relevant 
expertise, a related or relevant professional or postgraduate 
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qualification, and knowledge of  your work? For example, 
someone with an MBA may be able to support your 
achievement of  the Essentials performance objectives.

Finding a training supervisor
If  your workplace mentor is not a qualified accountant, then 
you will need someone who is qualified to act as your training 
supervisor.

A training supervisor does not fulfil the mentor’s role, but 
will confirm you have successfully achieved a performance 
objective by countersigning the challenge questions your 
workplace mentor has signed off.

Remember – you can have several different workplace mentors 
over a period of  time as you change job or departments, 
or for individual performance objectives. For example, you 
could be working with a project manager who signs off  
your achievement of  performance objective 9 – manage 
an assignment, while your line manager oversees your 
achievement of  performance objective 4 – manage self.

So if  you have been putting off  finding a workplace mentor to 
help you start achieving your PER, take a look around and see 
who could help you. You may find a number of  individuals who 
are willing and able to be your workplace mentor.
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what are challenge questions?

Challenge questions are not tests or exams that have to be 
passed; they allow you to reflect on your work, demonstrate 
that you can analyse its quality and value, and see where you 
may continue to improve.

how do challenge questions help me?
Your completed answers to challenge questions can provide 
you with a basis to start a dialogue with your workplace 
mentor about the experience that has contributed to the 
achievement of  the performance objective.

They are designed to help you:
• describe your experience in a structured manner
• illustrate any unusual or individual circumstances 
 that you might have encountered, and how these were taken 

into account
• demonstrate that you have thought about the quality 

of  your work and reflected on your performance and 
achievement in the workplace

• provide evidence about your performance that your 
workplace mentor can review.

how do i answer challenge questions?
You should consider the following when answering challenge 
questions:
• Keep your answers concise, but relevant. As a guide, 

someone who doesn’t know your work should be able to 
read your answer and fully understand and appreciate the 
work you have completed.

• Provide evidence and examples to help illustrate your 
answers.

• Demonstrate that you have met the performance indicators 
on many occasions and over a period of  time.
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• Check back against the detail of  the performance 
objective’s indicators of  effective performance. Have you 
met all the outcomes and shown that you have conducted 
yourself  in an appropriate manner?

• Your workplace mentor and employer should obtain value 
from your answers to the challenge questions, as it should 
provide them with useful information about your workplace 
achievement and contribution.

is there anything i should avoid?
• Avoid using jargon or abbreviations, unless they are 

explained.
• Avoid repeating information or making reference to other 

answers.
• Avoid duplicate answers – whether from question to 

question, or from other trainees; your situation and 
experience is unique to you, so your workplace mentor and 
ACCA expect to see unique answers.

how should i present my answer?
It is up to you to decide how to present the answers to your 
challenge questions, ensuring that your answers fully address 
the questions set. You can use an essay style, bullet points 
or any structure you prefer – it is the content of  your answers 
that is important, not the format. 

access a range of useful per resources via your myACCA 
account and also on the acca website at www2.accaglobal.
com/students/acca/per/support
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how to tackle group eXercises

Are you a team player? Someone who is enthusiastic, full of  
ideas and drive, but who’s also flexible and willing to listen to 
others? 

This is exactly what employers are testing when they put 
job candidates into a situation involving group work. It 
could be a practical task or a problem-solving activity (for 
example, constructing something), or you may be required to 
participate in a debate or discussion (analysing a business 
case study and presenting findings or conclusions). ‘We use 
group exercises such as a team meeting during our graduate 
assessment day,’ says Stephen Isherwood, head of  graduate 
recruitment at Ernst & Young. ‘We want to understand if  
people can work in a team and if  they can work well with 
others.’  

So how do you demonstrate that you are a good team player?
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What aSSeSSorS do Want
Strong interpersonal skills, problem-solving abilities 
and a logical approach. ‘The key thing is that people 
participate,’ says Stephen Isherwood, head of  graduate 
recruitment at Ernst & Young. ‘They need to contribute 
to the debate, show they can take the discussion 
forward and draw it to a logical conclusion.’

‘Candidates must demonstrate key competencies for 
working well within a team, such as leadership and 
evaluation skills, generating ideas and negotiation,’ 
says Nadim Choudhury, head of  career services at 
London School of  Business & Finance.  

You need to show that you understand the objective 
of  the task and what results need to be achieved, but 
don’t just focus on completing the task – focus on the 
other participants too. ‘If  another group member is 
quiet, encourage them to speak – this will show that 
you’re willing to listen and that you value the opinions 
of  others,’ says Choudhury.

X
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What aSSeSSorS don’t Want
Someone who completely dominates the proceedings. 
‘While it’s important to show that you can lead, 
assessors don’t want you to act without considering 
contributions from others,’ says Andy Dallas, 
associate director at Robert Half  International. ‘It’s 
not about banging your fist on the table and being 
the one who pushes and bullies everyone else into 
submission,’ adds Stephen Isherwood, head of  
graduate recruitment at Ernst & Young. 

Beware of  the other extreme too. Someone who 
provides very little or no input won’t score many 
points on a group task either.

X
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top tipS
‘Be yourself,’ says Nadim Choudhury, head of  career 
services at London School of  Business & Finance, 
‘or the assessors will see right through you.’ 

Remember, this is an intentionally challenging 
and pressurised situation and you’re competing 
against others to get that job, so if  you’re naturally 
quiet you do need to make an effort to participate 
and get your points across. ‘The good news is the 
assessors want quality rather than quantity in your 
contributions, so it’s fine to take time to think before 
you speak,’ says Choudhury.

Make your points heard, but be courteous 
and listen. ‘The best leaders take opinions of  others 
into account before guiding the group in the best 
course of  action,’ says Andy Dallas, associate 
director at Robert Half  International.

X
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how to tackle panel interViews

Often (but not exclusively) conducted for more senior 
positions, a panel interview is similar to the standard one-to-
one job interview, except that the number of  interviewers in 
this case is multiple. ‘Panels are usually made up of  between 
three to six people from different aspects of  the business,’ 
says Nadim Choudhury, head of  career services at London 
School of  Business & Finance. These will be managers and 
other staff  members relevant to your proposed role in the 
organisation, such as departmental heads, team leaders and 
human resources representatives. 

Other than testing you under the increased pressure of  
addressing a group rather than an individual interviewer, panel 
interviews help employers assess you more thoroughly and 
over a shorter period of  time. After all, you, your credentials 
and your behaviour are being assessed by a group of  people 
who can check your suitability for the job from different angles 
during only one job interview. Impress them all and the job is 
most probably yours.
 
So, how do you handle panel interviews to do just that?
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What intervieWerS do Want
Good communication and social interaction skills, 
and ability to perform well under pressure. ‘As in 
a standard interview, candidates must listen first 
and then answer questions fully but concisely,’ says 
Choudhury. ‘Interviewers also want to see that you 
engage with all members of  the panel and not just 
concentrate on the panel leader.’ 

You will be required to address each member of  the 
panel at some point: when listening to questions, 
focus on and make eye contact with whoever is 
addressing you at any given time; when responding 
to questions, address mainly the questioner but also 
look at other panel members from time to time so 
that they don’t feel excluded. 

X

What intervieWerS don’t Want
Candidates who get flustered and cannot regain their 
composure, who don’t listen to questions or who 
ignore some of  the panel. ‘Someone who is not able 
to connect with each interviewer, or who cannot cope 
with the collaborative nature of  the interview, will 
not fare well in a panel format,’ says Andy Dallas, 
associate director at Robert Half  International.

X
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top tipS
‘Maintain eye contact with all members of  the panel,’ 
says Andy Dallas, associate director at Robert Half  
International. ‘While it may be tempting to focus on 
one interviewer, it’s important to build rapport with all 
of  them.’ The person making the final hiring decision 
following the interview will consult and seek input 
from the whole panel. 

‘Also, know your audience – review websites, social 
media and blogs to familiarise yourself  with each 
interviewer and thoroughly research the company and 
the industry,’ says Dallas. ‘With multiple interviewers 
involved, you may find yourself  facing experts on 
multiple subjects and will need to answer questions 
reflecting their different interests.’

X
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eMploYMent opportunitieS 
acroSS all SectorS
Global research into our members’ work and earnings 
(surveyed and published annually) underlines the 
portability and appeal of  the ACCA Qualification, 
with members enjoying a wealth of  opportunities in 
organisations of  every type and size. 

professional services: our members are in demand 
as auditors and accountants; many act as consultants 
in specialist fields, advising multinationals on tax 
strategy, transaction support, corporate recovery, risk 
management or forensic accounting; others manage 
and own their own practices, providing accounting and 
bookkeeping services to SMEs (small and medium 
enterprises) and growing businesses.

commerce, industry and financial services: ACCA 
members include CFOs, financial controllers and heads
of  finance, leading finance teams across a host 
of  sectors. Increasingly, our members are moving 
into wider business management roles, as CEOs or 
directors of  resources, with remits spanning other 
head office functions; others use their transferable 
skills to springboard into entrepreneurial roles, setting 
up their own businesses.

not-for-profit organisations: the skills and 
competencies typically exhibited by our members 
make them highly sought after by public bodies and 
charities, keen to manage scarce resources effectively 
and embed best practice in financial reporting, 
systems and procurement.
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roBin alton

why did you want to take the oBu Bsc degree? 
My exams results meant that successfully completing 
the RAP would give me a first class honours degree. 
I wanted to improve my CV and enhance my chances 
of  being accepted on to an MBA course at a leading 
business school.

how do you think it will help your career as an accountant?
The associated research and practical application has given 
my knowledge a greater depth than I obtained from sitting 
the ACCA exams alone. This delivered immediate benefits 
in my current role as I was able to demonstrate and employ 
methods previously unused within the firm to both the head 
of  the supply chain and the financial controller. This has 
given me access to more exciting project work, which has 
further enriched my CV.

what skills have you developed as a result of doing 
the degree?
Primarily a greater understanding of  how to derive and 
model the risk inherent to a strategic investment project. I 
also had several opportunities to translate the key findings 
of  academic papers into language and examples that 
could be passed on to my operational colleagues. There 
were several gems I found during my research, and sharing 
these with co-workers helped further develop the way I 
communicate with non-accountants. 

did you experience any challenges while doing the degree?
The biggest challenge was the fact that I was working full 
time and that my life didn’t stop. Although you can try and 
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roBin alton (continued)

shut yourself  away, there will be things that command your 
attention while you are trying to complete your RAP.

did you use a tuition provider to support you with your 
oBu project?
I used Kaplan’s online OBU monitoring programme. My 
mentor responded to my email queries promptly and gave 
excellent guidance during our one-to-one online meetings. 
The course book included useful material that helped me 
to shape my project focus and plan how I would complete it 
on time.

have you any advice for other acca students wanting to do 
the degree?
When putting together your project timetable leave a week 
in the middle and one at the end for slippage as you will 
lose time. If  you want to schedule in a break, or you are 
going on holiday, then plan for that as well. If  you don’t, 
you may find that if  you fall behind late in the project you 
simply don’t have enough time in reserve. Get ahead and 
try and stay there.
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felicia liM vei lenG

why did you want to take the oBu Bsc degree? 
I choose OBU because I could obtain an internationally 
recognised qualification at a minimal cost and it would add 
value to my CV. 

how do you think it will help your career as an accountant? 
I would like to become a financial analyst in future. Doing 
the degree has unleashed my potential in research and 
writing, so I am geared towards realising my ambition.

what skills have you developed as a result of doing 
the degree? 
The Research and Analysis Project (RAP) helped me to 
enhance my analytical and computation skills as I had to 
read and evaluate the data. Doing the degree also improved 
my IT skills, especially when I had to present my findings in 
tables and graphs. Moreover, it has helped to improve my 
communication and writing skills.

did you experience any challenges while doing the degree? 
The difficulty lies in me having to cope between ACCA 
studies and the RAP as I was doing them simultaneously. 
It did, however, enable me to improve my time 
management skill, which is of  utmost importance in my 
current working environment given that I always have 
deadlines to meet. 

Another challenge was my limited experience in doing 
research projects. This meant I faced problems in 
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felicia liM vei lenG (cont)

presenting my work in a reader-friendly manner. I managed 
to complete my project on time, thanks to the guidance and 
support of  my project mentor, Lam Pik Kay.

would you recommend the degree to other acca students?
Students should always equip themselves with more 
knowledge and skills to prepare for today’s highly 
competitive job market and, as such, I would strongly 
recommend that they do the degree. The RAP is something 
extra that they won’t be doing throughout their ACCA 
studies and is a new learning opportunity. 

what was the most interesting aspect of doing  
the research? 
I enjoyed the process of  sourcing materials. It was 
very interesting to explore globalisation and its impact 
(which was the subject of  my RAP). Again, this is not 
something that we can learn through ACCA textbooks and 
lecture notes.
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eMMa WoodS

why did you want to take the oBu Bsc degree?
I decided to opt out of  university in favour of  an on-the-
job training apprenticeship. I completed my AAT and ACCA 
but felt I had missed out on the opportunity of  obtaining 
a degree. The OBU BSc degree gave me the opportunity to 
achieve this personal goal while in full time employment.

how do you think it will help your career as an accountant? 
I have gained a lot of  experience evaluating businesses and 
learned the importance of  analysing the key ratios and 
understanding the variances year on year. It has also given 
me experience in preparing and undertaking presentations, 
which will become invaluable as I progress my career.

what skills have you developed as a result of doing 
the degree? 
Preparing a dissertation requires a very different skill set 
to sitting exams in that it needs to flow and be interesting 
to read. I have obtained a greater writing style from this 
experience. I have also developed my skills in practice by 
appreciating the importance of  the financial and business 
theories that I learned in my ACCA studies and how to apply 
these principles to clients at work.

did you experience any challenges while doing the degree? 
The main challenge that I experienced was adapting from 
exam-based learning to writing a large report. I have never 
needed the written skills required for a project before and 
trying to learn these new skills in a few months was hard 
work, but very rewarding.
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eMMa WoodS (continued)

did you use a tuition provider to support you in your 
oBu preparation?
I use Kaplan’s online OBU monitoring programme. My 
mentor was always on hand to answer any questions or 
resolve problems as they occurred. Kaplan also enabled 
me to have all my mentor meetings in the evening and 
understood that, being in full-time employment, I was not 
available during the day.

what was the most interesting aspect of doing 
the research? 
I enjoyed summarising and analysing the data I obtained 
and forming conclusions. My conclusions were very 
different from what I expected and it was interesting to 
follow the performance of  a business while comparing 
my data to that being reported, at the time, on financial 
websites and in newspapers.

have you any advice for other acca students wanting to do 
the degree? 
I would advise that they should definitely complete 
the degree for both their personal and professional 
development; however, they must not underestimate the time 
and commitment it will take to complete it.
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linGhan toK

why did you choose the oBu Bsc degree? 
My previous job function as a business manager required 
me to provide management reporting and support to 
various project teams, and did not require me to be 
involved in the preparation of  the company or group 
financial statements. I felt that doing the degree would 
offer me an opportunity to apply the academic knowledge 
that I have gained through my ACCA studies. In addition, 
I wanted to boost my credentials and enhance my future 
employment opportunities. 

how do you think it will help your career?
The knowledge gained has certainly allowed me to better 
understand and appreciate the financial statements. This 
has helped me in my current role as a business developer 
when I prepare business plans, including Statement of  
Comprehensive Income, Statement of  Financial Position 
and Statement of  Cash Flows. Instead of  relying on my 
colleagues from the financial department, I’m able to take 
a more proactive role in preparing the business plans. This 
has allowed me to perform cross-functional roles. 
   
what skills have you developed as a result of doing 
the degree?
My Microsoft Office 2007 proficiency has improved as I had 
to try to present the related information and findings in a 
format that was easy to read and understand, and in an 
efficient way such that readers would enjoy reading it.
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linGhan toK (continued)

My listening and questioning skills have also improved. I 
learnt that it is useful to ask concise questions, elaborate 
and give examples. 

Another key skill is being able to determine relevant 
information. There is a vast amount of  information available 
on the internet. By doing the report, I learned to stay 
focused and only include relevant information.
 
At work, I’ve become more confident and assertive when 
sharing my views in meetings.              

what was the most interesting aspect of doing the research?
My report was on a postal company. Many such companies 
are faced with declining mail volumes and earnings as their 
traditional mail business are eroding. It is interesting to 
find out about how they are transforming and embarking 
on new, diversifying strategies to find alternative revenue to 
stay relevant and profitable in this digital era.

have you any advice for other acca students wanting to do 
the degree?
This is really an invaluable opportunity to get a degree 
and apply the knowledge acquired through the ACCA 
course. With determination, getting a degree while working 
full time is definitely achieveable.
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I would like to offer my warmest congratulations to the 
latest graduates of  the BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting 
– it is a tremendous achievement and you should be proud 
of  this. By gaining the degree, you have shown a robust 
understanding of  not only the technical skills required 
of  accountants but also the personal and transferable 
skills which these will serve you in good stead with your 
future career. 

I would also like to offer my sincere congratulations to Lim 
Vei Leng Felicia who won the Simon William prize for the 
best Research and Analysis Project in Period 21, and to Tok 
Ling Han, who won the Matthew Sykes Memorial Prize for 
the best Research and Analysis Project in Period 22. Both 
students will be invited for presentation at the graduation 
ceremony in Singapore in September 2012. (See their 
profiles for details of  their projects.)

The unique relationship between Oxford Brookes University 
and ACCA means that you are part of  a global programme 
of  study that meets the criteria for a degree and a 
professional accounting qualification. You have achieved 
a standard in your research and analysis skills that 
should give you an advantage in a difficult job market. Of  
particular importance in the current climate is that you 
have shown a commitment to the ethical standards required 
of  accountants and an understanding of  the social and 
corporate responsibility of  businesses and I would urge you 
to ensure that you maintain high standards of  these in your 

conGratulationS to StudentS
Jane toWerS-clarK
proGraMMe director, BSc (honS) applied accountinG
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working practice. I wish you all the best in building upon 
the foundations that Oxford Brookes University and ACCA 
have given you in your careers and beyond.

conGratulationS to StudentS (continued)
Jane toWerS-clarK
proGraMMe director, BSc (honS) applied accountinG
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60 seconds with Michal kroh

what was your first job?
When I was 17 I started working at my brother’s company 
as a graphic designer, helping to prepare advertising 
for magazines. It was good experience because I had to 
communicate with clients and it gave me my first taste of  
working in a business environment. My studies prepared me 
for a different type of  work, however, and while studying my 
masters I moved to an international company. This gave me 
more opportunities to use my knowledge because of  the 
higher complexity of  processes the work involved.

are there skills from this first job that helped you in 
accountancy?
Yes, mainly in preparing presentations. How to easily combine 
many objects on the slide, how to visually communicate 
important points, using suitable fonts. Graphics experience 
is also good for writing emails – it enables me to stress 
important messages.

what made you first choose a career in accountancy?
I studied business economics at university – my main field of  
research was financial management, which I really enjoyed. 
When I started working as a financial manager for Gorenje (a 
white goods manufacturer), I realised how many processes 
are related to accounting. I understood how both finance and 
accounting 
are essential for thorough analysis of  a company.

when did you register with acca?
I registered in August 2008 and I took my first exams in 
December 2008.

why did you choose acca?
I always aimed to continue with education after my university 
studies, and wanted to focus not just only on the theory but 
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also relevant practical experience too. ACCA is an international 
accountancy body, recognised around the world. Furthermore, 
English communication is essential in the today’s business 
world.

what is your current role and responsibilities?
I have been working as a head of  economic department in 
Gorenje-real for more than four years. Gorenje-real is a trading 
company selling white goods and kitchen furniture. I’m 
responsible for the financial management of  distribution sites 
for both franchise shops and shops fully operated by Gorenje-
real. I supervise two senior accountants and my daily agenda 
involves financial planning, cash management, budgetary 
cost-control, collecting receivables and daily sales monitoring. 
I am also responsible for book-keeping and reporting.

how easy is it to achieve a study and work/life balance?
Surprisingly, it is not so hard if  you set your own values. 
Continued development is one of  my key objectives, as well 
as family, work, health and sport. There is no split – all values 
should be balanced. For example, if  you focus solely on your 
career, you family relationships are likely to suffer.  

does your work help you in your acca studies?
My accountancy role undoubtedly helps me to develop my 
technical skills. It would be more difficult to study for the 
exams if  I didn’t have the opportunity to learn and practise 
new skills at work. I might be able to talk about finance and 
accounting for hours but I would not be able to use it correctly 
in business. It also assists me with my practical experience 
requirement. 

what are your future career plans/objectives?
My main ambition is to obtain ACCA membership. Second, I 
need to enhance my technical knowledge thoroughly. Overall, I 
would like to develop excellent leadership skills necessary for 
leading international companies.
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how are you working towards the practical experience 
requirement for acca membership?
My motivation to achieve practical experience does not only 
come from the ACCA requirement, but from a willingness 
to develop myself  and fully understand business processes. 
ACCA performance objectives are logically constructed and 
based on highly sought-after soft and hard personal skills. 

Fast Facts: Michal kroh

when do you hope to pass your final exams?
Next year.

how do you get to your office?
Mostly by car.

what do you have for lunch?
I like vegetables, rice and poultry.

what do you do to socialise?
Doing sport such as running, fitness work and snowboarding. 
And, of  course, ACCA social events that we have in the Czech 
Republic.

do you have any job-hunting tips?
Have a clear and easily communicated vision. 
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Fia suite oF awards: aura Minea-perentos 

what is your job and main responsibilities?
My job is assistant accountant and my main responsibilities 
are bank recording transactions and daily recording of  
suppliers invoices in our accounting system. Being a 
shipping company I have to read captains’ monthly expenses, 
international and local transfers, receiving invoices from 
the others departments, preparing/actualising income and 
payments lists, and other daily routine activities.
 
when did you join acca as an Fia student?
I joined ACCA as an FIA student in May 2011. I have already 
completed my Introductory Certificate in Financial and 
Accounting Management in November 2011.

what made you choose the Foundations in accountancy suite 
of qualifications? 
My goal is to achieve as much as possible in terms of  
knowledge and professional skills, and when I asked 
professionals where to study, the first recommendation was 
ACCA. So after doing a little bit of  research of  my own, I 
decided to undertake the Foundations in Accountancy suite 
of  awards and my goal is to finish in June 2013. I decided 
to begin with Foundations in Accountancy so that I can be 
prepared for the future ACCA Qualification.

what are your future career plans?
I see myself  as a successful manager, in an international 
corporation, working hard with all my colleagues for our 
continuous success as professionals and the continuous 
development of  our employer.
  
do you hope to progress from the Fia suite of awards to the 
acca qualification?
It is my aim to one day be an ACCA member and I will do my 
best to make this a reality.
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Foundations in accountancy

Foundations in Accountancy consists of  a suite of  awards, 
including certificates, diplomas and a revised Certified 
Accounting Technician (CAT) Qualification. These flexible 
awards focus on the core skills of  financial accounting and 
management accounting, and the wider role of  the accountant 
in business at higher levels. The range of  awards means 
employers can pick the level of  qualification that most 
appropriately meets their business needs. In addition, it 
provides students with flexible entry points with certification 
awarded at each level, allowing students to tailor the awards, 
making them an attractive and relevant choice for employers.

Foundations in accountancy contains the following 
qualifications: 
• Introductory Certificate in Financial and Management 

Accounting – awarded on the completion of  Papers FA1 and 
MA1, and the Foundations in Professionalism module

• Intermediate Certificate in Financial and Management 
Accounting – awarded on the completion of  Papers FA2 and 
MA2, and the Foundations in Professionalism module

• Diploma in Accounting and Business – awarded on 
the completion of  Papers FAB, FMA and FFA, and the 
Foundations in Professionalism module

• Certified Accounting Technician (CAT) Qualification. 

Visit the ACCA website at www2.accaglobal.com/students/
fia/ to find out more and also access Syllabus and Study 
Guides, past papers, examiner feedback and technical articles 
relevant to Foundations in Accountancy papers.

ACCA has developed self-check modules in maths and 
English to help students decide if  they are ready to start their 
ACCA or FIA studies. The self-check modules are optional to 
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complete, free of  charge and provide students with feedback 
on their levels of  ability in English and maths. If  students 
need to make improvements there are e-learning modules 
that are free of  charge, which students can opt to complete to 
help improve their maths skills and links to learning materials 
offered by other providers to help improve their English skills.

The self-check modules are open to all students and at no 
point are the scores from the self-check modules recorded 
on a student’s record. Employers and tuition providers can 
access these resources too.

The self-check modules are now available via ACCA’s Virtual 
Learning Centre at studentvirtuallearn.accaglobal.com/
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reBecca GranthaM
ACCA student Rebecca Grantham has 
made the career switch from teaching 
to accountancy and recently sat her 
first three ACCA exams (Papers F1, F2 
and F3). In her blogs, she will focus on job-hunting, 
interviews, starting in a new role and ACCA’s 
practical experience requirement (PER). 

X

KhadiJat eziMoKhai
Khadijat Ezimokhai, originally from 
the United Arab Emirates, travelled to 
Europe to further her education. Now  
an ACCA student based in the UK, she 
plans to use her blog to provide advice  
for other international students seeking  
relevant work experience.  

X

htet htet Win aYe 
Htet Htet Win Aye is an accountant in  
Singapore with 10 years’ experience.  
Her blogs will consider the work/life  
balance while studying for ACCA, the  
dilemmas she has encountered as a  
student accountant, and finding a  
workplace mentor. 

X
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did You taKe part in the per  
WeeK on faceBooK?

ACCA experts recently hosted daily live sessions on 
ACCA’s Facebook page to answer your questions on 
the practical experience requirement (PER). 

Each of  the daily sessions focused on a specific 
theme related to the PER. See the agenda below and 
click to access the Facebook posts for each session.

day 1

recordinG Your per (When, hoW, WhY and What?)

day 2
the trainee developMent MatriX (tdM) (WritinG the 
challenGe queStionS anSWerS, recordinG paper SiGn 
off, anY other iSSueS)

day 3
WorKplace MentorS (Who can Be MY WorKplace 
Mentor? MY ManaGer iSn’t qualified, i aM a 
WorKplace Mentor, What are MY reSponSiBilitieS?)

day 4
tdM eXeMption (i WorK for an acca approved 
eMploYer – trainee developMent StreaM, i’ve left 
MY approved eMploYer)

day 5

anY other queStionS on per

X
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alp: the details

The professional tuition market is highly competitive, 
especially in today’s climate of  cost-cutting. That makes it 
particularly important for learning providers to go the extra 
mile to ensure their students are happy and successful. 
Poor student support can be as damaging to your exam 
prospects as an incompetent or ill-prepared tutor.

If  you register with a tuition provider that meets the 
exacting standards of  ACCA’s Approved Learning Partner 
(ALP) programme, then, depending on whether the ALP 
is Gold or Platinum accredited, you should be reassured 
that the provider meets a minimum level of  service quality. 
But if  you don’t have access to an ALP, you can still take 
steps to determine which providers are most likely to meet 
your needs.

set expectations
Ask what exactly you can expect, so that you can take the 
necessary steps to remedy the situation should you be 
unsatisfied. How much time can you reasonably expect your 
tutor to spend dealing with one-to-one issues – and how will 
that be conducted? Phone? Email? Face-to-face?

Not every provider will give formal inductions – but you can 
still talk to your tutor or administrator informally, which gets 
a dialogue going and shows you mean business and are keen 
to pass. It’s also an opportunity for you to say if  you have 
any weaknesses for which you might need extra support.

delve into the past
If  you can, talk to students who have already embarked on 
courses with the provider – perhaps online or, even better, 
at an open day. Satisfied customers are the best 
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alp: the details (continued)

advertisement for any business; tuition providers who put 
up existing or former students must be confident they’re 
doing something right. Similarly, if  student satisfaction 
surveys are conducted, can you see the findings – and find 
out what action, if  any, was taken as a result? Actions might 
cover important issues such as course materials, which can 
make a key difference to passing or failing.

Ask for ACCA pass rates – you will be able to compare these 
with ACCA’s average rates, or with other local providers, 
should they publish them.

every little helps
Does the provider set mock exams and/or exam preparation 
as standard, or will you be asked to pay extra? These are 
both valuable bolt-ons to academic studies, so find out if  
they’re something you need to budget for.

Finally, find out what ongoing student communication 
is delivered, such as newsletters or e-zines? This can 
be a good indicator of  a provider’s commitment to 
making the student experience one that’s both enjoyable 
and productive.

search for a tuition provider in acca’s tuition provider 
directory at www2.accaglobal.com/students/study/search 
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working in retail

Across the globe, retailers have been hit hard by the 
financial crisis. In the US, industry analyst 24/7 Wall St 
recently published the list of  brands that it believes are 
going to disappear in 2012, and it includes big name 
retailers that many would have expected could ride out the 
difficulties, including Sears and Sony. Time will tell whether 
the predictions for 2012 will be as prescient as those the 
preceding year were when it correctly predicted the demise 
of  companies such as T-Mobile and Blockbuster.

The UK retail sector has also faced a torrid time in recent 
years with 25 high street names leaving the quoted sector 
since 2007, including Woolworths, Blacks, La Senza and 
Past Times.

But even with the failures, retail remains a giant of  an 
industry. In 2010, UK retail sales were over £293bn and a 
year ago employed 11% of  the total UK workforce. (Source: 
British Retail Consortium)

It is a sector that can provide great challenges and great 
opportunities, making it the perfect environment for keen 
young accountants to cut their teeth – be it in the finance 
department of  a retailer or in practice with retail clients.

‘With many of  the high street retailers facing falling 
sales and squeezed margins, the challenge for finance 
professionals is in managing cash flows and ensuring every 
store is making a positive contribution to the business,’ says 
Richard Heap, partner at Kingston Smith LLP. ‘Supporting a 
planned move to an online retail environment is something 
every finance professional should be a part of, and this is 
where the challenge and real value add is.’
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Lucy Hovey, manager in KPMG’s Transactions and 
Restructuring Team, agrees: ‘The vulnerability of  the retail 
sector to ongoing curbs in consumer spending mean our 
clients are continuing to focus on costs and reacting to top 
line decline by divesting or rationalising operations. Lenders 
and landlords are now focusing more on financial results 
than they had previously. The results of  our work are under 
even more scrutiny, but valued more, so can be viewed as 
both a challenge and an opportunity for professionals.’

the global outlook
There seems to be no doubt that 2012 is expected to 
continue to be a tough year for retail. 

‘Watch out for more administrations in the next quarter with 
VAT and rent payments due,’ warns Heap, adding: ‘Globally, 
with expectations of  a general slowdown worldwide, expect 
times to get harder.’

Hovey suggests that although the outlook does appear 
gloomy, the sector in the UK may, at least, benefit from an 
increase in overseas visitors for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
and the Olympics.

‘High Street retailers continue to struggle the most as 
consumers switch to online. Like for likes may start to 
improve in 2012 as the impact of  the VAT increase drops out 
and the fall in cotton prices improves margins.

‘For those [retailers] operating multinationally, their focus 
continues to be on gaining market share in the emerging and 
BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) nations. Despite the 
economic downturn, luxury goods continue to perform well 
as demand for luxury products in the Middle East and Far 
East has not suffered.’
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Heap, though, adds that this may not last ‘as Asian buyers 
are expected to be that bit more cautious; this will have 
implications for the luxury sector.’

changing face of retail
The increasing move to online shopping means that job 
opportunities for accountants are still there, but not for the 
same type of  retailer.

‘Retail is one sector that will face massive change in 2012, 
as online retailers such as Amazon continue to offer what 
the high street does for less, and quickly,’ says Heap. ‘Retail 
groups will start to reduce the numbers of  stores they 
have, keeping only a few showcase stores where people 
can see items for sale before buying online. New internet 
and smartphone apps are currently being developed to 
make the online retail experience more real, to mimic the 
experience of  shopping with friends on a Saturday afternoon. 
The opportunities will still be there, supporting a different 
business model.’

So if  you think you have got what it takes to go for a career 
in retail, and perhaps try to get the sector back on its feet, 
what skills should you have that will put you ahead of  other 
candidates in the jobs market?

‘An interest in the retail sector is always important; 
fortunately, the sector has a glamour to it which is 
particularly attractive to newly-qualified accountants,’ says 
Heap. ‘For those who are also tech savvy, an interest in online 
retail will help professionals go far.’

‘There is a famous phrase in the sector, “retail is in the 
detail”,’ adds Hovey. ‘Successful professionals need to be 
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able to recognise the trends, dynamics and factors affecting 
their business, even on a product by product basis. The 
winners in the past few years have been those who have 
reacted first making decisions based on sound analysis and 
experience. Ultimately, a genuine interest in the sector is 
key – retailers more than anyone else need to keep a close 
eye on the competition and react appropriately to competitor 
behaviour.’

culture clash?
It’s also important to understand that there are discernible 
cultural differences between finance professionals and retail 
clients.

‘Retail is a fast moving, close knit and creative industry, 
and some of  the more entrepreneurial retail clients 
sometimes consider the financing side as a necessity 
rather than a tool to advancing their business,’ says Hovey. 
‘Financial professionals need to prove their worth through 
demonstrating a genuine understanding of  the sector and 
business and a keen eye for detail. The challenge for financial 
professionals is to keep up with the frenetic pace and to 
be seen to be solving problems and adding value while 
matching the creativity and energy of  their retail clients and 
colleagues. 

‘That being said, some of  the most successful members of  
senior retail management have a background in finance, and 
the rigour and discipline of  accountancy training is an asset 
in any retail management role.’
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proFile: Madelen Von tourtchainoFF

Madelen von Tourtchainoff  became an ACCA member in 
August 2011 and is currently commercial finance analyst at 
Poundland.

a career in retail Finance

‘I wanted to become an accountant from an early age as 
I knew that a qualification in accountancy opens up many 
other opportunities to pursue my career. I chose the ACCA 
Qualification over the other accountancy qualifications 
because it allows a career in both industry and practice, and 
the fact that ACCA is a growing international professional 
body made it more desirable,’ she says.

Madelen spent most of  her training in practice, working as 
an auditor, and made a very conscious decision to move into 
retail. 

‘I wanted to have a career in retail as it is an interesting 
industry moving at a fast pace. I was attracted to Poundland 
as it is an impressive company to work for with its constant 
growth and expansion plans.’

She admits that the current economic climate produces 
some challenges. ‘Retailers are fighting for footfall and sales, 
with some retailers driving sales at an expense of  margins. It 
is a challenging trading environment.’

The fact that retailers need to fight back against the threat 
of  a double-dip recession makes Madelen’s job even more 
critical. ‘My job role involves supporting the retail function 
by analysing and identifying sales and profit opportunities 
and driving cost reductions. My job role involves both 
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routine projects such as weekly/monthly reporting and 
ad-hoc projects to evaluate new incentives and portfolio 
opportunities.’

Madelen believes that strong analytical skills and an eye for 
detail are among the most important qualities that anyone 
wanting a career in retail should possess. ‘It is also vital to 
have good communication skills and problem-solving ability.’
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when cash is not king

It takes a wise, brave or independently wealthy trainee to be 
able to adopt the pragmatic attitude towards work experience 
and their first couple of  jobs that pay should not be a major 
consideration. 

But by removing cash from the equation – and no matter how 
hard it is initially to enjoy a decent quality of  life – the rewards 
in the mid and long-term will likely confirm the astute nature 
of  any early decision making.

There is understandably a great deal of  emphasis placed on 
salary. But while it is interesting to compare your salary to 
a national average, the issue of  pay should be no more than 
a fleeting interest in the early stages of  a career and while 
studying.

People are motivated in many different ways, however; 
sometimes it is salary that is the main deciding factor for 
candidates as the cost implications of  both their studies and 
perhaps recent university studies dawns upon them. But when 
salary overshadows the quality of  the experience that is on 
offer, it can distract trainees from looking at the vital bigger 
picture.

Quite simply, there is no substitute for work experience. 
Gaining vital real-life experience offers another dimension to 
the theory being learned and enables students to use this 
experience in study and exams.

It is widely accepted that the most successful trainees tend to 
consider the opportunities that any given role will create for 
them – and, ironically, it is generally these trainees that have 
more relevant work experience – which results in them passing 
more exams and, in turn, they are rewarded with salary 
increases alongside their results.
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Page Personnel Finance managing director Peter Istead tells 
Student Accountant: ‘If  a candidate is putting into practice 
what they are studying academically within their ACCA 
studies, then they more likely to retain information and 
subsequently pass more exams. The trick for any candidate 
is to ensure that are continuing to gain relevant practical 
experience throughout every level of  their ACCA studies – but 
balancing the academic/practical scales can be a challenge.’

Trainees also need to be aware that even if  they complete all 
of  their exams they won’t qualify as an ACCA member – or for 
certain job roles – if  they don’t have the relevant experience. 

The key, therefore, is to establish a balance between building 
a stable career while ensuring you have enough relevant 
experience alongside your qualifications.

Fiona Mildner, senior consultant, Commerce & Industry at 
Morgan McKinley Accounting, Finance & Support, says: 
‘Consider how the choices you make now might affect your 
first, second or even third career moves. At these early stages 
of  your career, it is important to align your experience with 
your level of  qualification and put your long-term aspirations 
ahead of  your salary objectives.’

‘While choosing your first job after qualifying is an important 
decision, there are a number of  factors that part-qualified 
candidates should consider first. Our experience tells us that 
the best candidates have a clear idea of  their career path and, 
in particular, have a good understanding of  the steps needed 
to develop their career in the future including industry, role 
type, and progression opportunities,’ adds Istead.

‘Candidates who plan ahead are generally more likely to make 
good career choices when establishing their careers and are 
rewarded with the opportunity to become successful more 
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quickly. In my experience, candidates who look deeper into 
the detail while they are job searching often progress through 
the ranks more quickly than those who are driven solely by 
salaries, especially during the early stages of  their careers,’ 
he continues.

The same attitude to experience and salary should be applied 
to the first three or even four jobs post qualification.

Mildner adds: ‘The first job you accept after qualifying is 
important as it can set the direction of  your future career. 
Don’t feel you have to take the first job you’re offered, follow 
the same path as your friends or peers or force yourself  to 
work in an environment you won’t enjoy. 

‘Take time to consider your options: which sectors interest 
you? Keep an open mind; there are a wide variety of  
interesting roles for accountants across financial services, 
practice and industry. Would you like a broader role within a 
smaller firm or a narrower role within a larger firm?’

It is also widely appreciated that the majority of  leading 
employers favour trainees who can illustrate a level of  
stability. Considering companies and roles with opportunities 
to progress through the ranks is preferable to constantly 
moving roles and being perceived as a job hopper or someone 
who has plumped for the cash.

Also, remember how much net difference there will be in your 
pocket at the end of  each month – certainly in your first few 
roles. When you aren’t happy in your job and with the culture 
you work in, any relatively minor differences in pay will rarely, 
if  ever, be enough to make you happy.
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an eXpert’s adVice
‘My advice would be to find a job before starting your ACCA 
exams if  possible, as you will pick up experience and also 
because your employer may fund or part-fund your studies. 

‘I had nine exemptions after completing an accounting and 
finance course at university. With five to sit, I started my 
exams but failed the first two with marks of  45% and 46%. 
I stopped studying after that to find a job and began to 
study again once I was employed. 

‘I sat the exams again a year later and passed them both – I 
am now waiting for the results of  the final three. I have found 
that the experience gained in my jobs has been useful in the 
exams. I have been able to use my own practical knowledge 
and my experience has allowed me to answer questions better.

‘The major consideration with an employer is what kind of  
company they are and what you will gain from them. 

‘I am now in my fourth job, but the experience gained in my 
first – such as credit control, bank conciliation, debits and 
credits and purchase ledger – gave me such a solid basic 
grounding to take forward.

‘My following jobs have allowed me to gain experience in 
accounts payable, credit control and accounts from start 
to finish, before moving on to in-depth analysis of  accounts 
and systems. 

‘You must have a career plan, know the level you want to get 
to and believe you can get to it – be focused, work hard and 
be willing to put in extra hours.
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an eXpert’s adVice (continued)

‘For me, (big) money will come into it in the future – but, for 
now, experience is everything.’
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 PaPer P6, advanced TaXaTIOn
Lists feedback to the following variant papers: 
(CHN), (CYP), (HKG), (IRL), (MYS), (MLA), (SGP), (UK), 
(ZAF), (ZWE)

X

 PaPer F4, cOrPOraTe and BusIness Law 
Lists feedback to the following variant papers: 
(BWA), (CHN), (CYP), (ENG), (GLO), (HKG), (LSO), (MYS), 
(MLA), (PKN), (RUS), (SGP), (VNM), (ZAF), (ZWE)

X
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 PaPer F6, TaXaTIOn
Lists feedback to the following variant papers: 
(BWA), (CHN), (CYP), (CZE), (HKG), (HUN), (IND), 
(IRL),(LSO), (MWI), (MYS), (MLA), (PKN), (POL), (ROM), 
(RUS), (SGP), (VNM), (UK),(ZAF), (ZWE)

X



OXFORD BROOKES: BSc HONOURS

Eligibility
The degree must be completed within 10 years of  
your initial registration on to ACCA’s professional 
qualification; other wise, your eligibilty will be 
withdrawn. Check your eligibility status at www2.
accaglobal.com/students/bsc/

Online RAP submission
Research and Analysis Project submissions and  
re-submissions – including payment for Period 24 
(May 2012) – should all be made online. A link with 
instructions of  how to submit and pay online will be 
made available from 1 May to 25 May; all submissions 
have to be completed within this period.

Students can no longer send hard copies to the ACCA 
office at Oxford Brookes University as these will not be 
accepted.

The cost of  submission for Period 24 is £135.

Students will be required to upload their Research 
and Analysis Project files which can be in all major file 
formats including Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. 
Students should upload separate files for their Research 
Report, Skills and Learning Statement, Appendices 
and List of  References; these will all then be submitted 
along with their payment.

Any queries relating to online submission should be sent 
to Oxford Brookes University at acca@brookes.ac.uk
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OXFORD BROOKES: BSc HONOURS  (CONTINUED)

Professional Ethics module
In order to qualify for the BSc (Hons) in Applied 
Accounting, all students must first complete the nine 
Fundamental exams as well as the online Professional 
Ethics module. This module is compulsory for anyone 
submitting a project to Oxford Brookes – even though 
you may not have to complete it as part of  your ACCA 
studies if  you registered before 2007.

The Professional Ethics module is accessed via 
myACCA, but you will only be given access to the 
module once you are eligible to sit Paper P1. The 
module does not need to be completed in one go, and 
you may therefore find yourself  re-visiting the module 
as it takes approximately two to three hours in total 
to complete. Once you have fully completed it, you 
are required to write a completion statement, and a 
certificate will subsequently be sent to you.

By completing this module, you will be gaining a better 
understanding of  ethical issues in accounting, and 
it will also give you a chance to reflect on your own 
behaviours.

If  you are planning to submit a Research and Analysis 
Project to Oxford Brookes University in Period 24 
(running from 1–25 May 2012), you must ensure you 
complete the Professional Ethics module by 8 April, or 
you will be unable to submit a project in this session.
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ADMIN REVIEWS

ACCA undertakes many checks and controls during the marking 
process to ensure that all exam results are accurate.

Before the marking starts, markers attend a meeting with 
the examiner to discuss the exam paper and agree a detailed 
marking scheme. The examiner moderates the marking 
process closely and there are various steps in place during 
the marking process to enable the examiner to review marked 
scripts to ensure that the marking scheme is being applied 
consistently by all markers. In addition the examiner pays 
special attention to scripts where marginal marks have been 
awarded. Checks are also built in to the marking software 
used by markers to ensure that each question on your script 
has been marked, the marks have been recorded against 
the correct question and that the total for the final mark 
is correct. 

Altogether, there are nine independent checks during the 
marking process to verify that data returned to ACCA by 
markers is correct. Any discrepancies that are found during 
this process are investigated and resolved before results 
are finalised. Once your results have been added to your 
student record, and your entry options have been created 
for the next exam session, ACCA then conducts further 
checks at the printing stage to ensure the printed results 
are accurate before they are released. 

The quality controls applied at each stage of  the marking 
process ensure the integrity of  ACCA’s results data. 
However, ACCA recognises that students may sometimes 
feel that their results do not reflect their perceived 
performance in the exam. In response to this, you can 
request an administrative review of  your results if  you:
• receive an absent mark but you were present at the   
 exam and submitted an exam paper 
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• were not present at an exam but received a mark for   
 your paper
• feel that ACCA’s quality controls have not been applied   
 properly in arriving at your mark. 

At the June 2011 session 1,017 administrative reviews 
were carried out. A total of  one error material to the overall 
result was confirmed and as a consequence the result 
originally awarded to the candidate was changed.

Twenty five cases for appeal followed the original outcome 
and were considered by the appeals committee, formed 
to review such cases. None of  the appeal cases were 
successful. Candidates have been advised in writing of  this 
outcome and of  the fact their result will remain unchanged.

You can request an administrative review for any paper-
based exam attempted. The administrative reviews allow 
ACCA to ensure transparency and fairness. As an additional 
benefit to this service, along with the outcome of  your 
review, you will receive a breakdown of  passes and fails for 
each question attempted.

The deadline for requesting an administrative review of  your 
December 2011 results is 12 March 2012. You will receive 
written confirmation of  the outcome of  the review in the week 
commencing 19 March 2012. 

Should an error be found in the review, you will receive the 
corrected mark before the exam entry closing date for the next 
session. Your mark will be adjusted to reflect your true result. 

Please note that your mark may be lowered if  an 
administrative error had inflated your original mark. If  your 
mark is amended as a result of  the administrative review, 
you will receive a refund of  your review fee and a revised 
Examination Entry Form, if  applicable.
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If, on receipt of  the outcome of  your administrative review, 
you believe that ACCA has not applied its procedures 
properly, you may appeal to the Exam Appeals Committee. 

To do this, you should submit your appeal in writing to 
the head of  examinations within eight working days of  the 
issue of  your administrative review. Your appeal will then be 
forwarded to the Committee for consideration. 

If  you would like to request an administrative review you 
can now submit your request using our online service at 
myACCA. Alternatively, you can complete the form here, 
also available at www.accaglobal.com/en/student/
dec2011/admin-review.html 
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